
phosphatase, beta-microseminoprotein, prostate-specific antigen and 
zinc.

Testosterone and other male hormones are considered to be 
essential to the function of the prostate. Testosterone is produced 
mainly by the testicles. 

Some male hormones are produced in small amounts by the adrenal 
glands. It is believed that dihydrotestosterone is the key regulator of 
the prostate.

If your prostate is functioning normally your urination should 
have a smooth and even flow, with good volume and even pressure. 
You should have no pain, burning or discomfort.

                              My First Trip To The Urologist

When I was thirty years old I began experiencing burning pains 
during and after orgasms. At first, I thought that I might have had a 
sexually transmitted disease, but after I did some research I found 
that my symptoms did not match those of the STD’s. I talked to my 
step father who was dealing with prostate cancer himself at the time. 
He said, “If you think you have prostate trouble, we better not wait. I’ll 
take you to my urologist. He’s the best in Beverly Hills.”

While we sat in the doctor’s waiting room, I noticed that I was 
the youngest man there. Most of the men looked to be in their fifties 
and sixties.

The busy doctor greeted me in his office me with a warm handshake 
and a big smile. “What can I do for you today, son?”

“Well, doctor, I think I have a problem with my prostate,” I said 
nervously.

“I doubt it, but go on. Tell me about it,” he said, sitting behind 
his large messy desk.

“Well, I have been having these burning pains during and after 
sex,” I explained, a little embarrassed.

“Do you think you might have an STD?” he interrupted.
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“I don’t think so. My symptoms don’t match any of the ones I 
looked up,” I shrugged.

“Well, I think you’re too young to have any prostate issues. Look 
around my office. But since you’re here, to put your mind at ease, let’s 
do a couple easy tests. First, let’s go to the toilet,” he said getting up.

I followed him into the small bathroom down the hall.

“Alright. I just want you to pee in the toilet and I’m gonna 
watch. That will tell me a lot,” he nodded confidently.

I stood there for a moment trying to urinate, but I was a little 
nervous. I had never stood next to a grown man watching me pee 
before.

“A little stage fright,” I chuckled.

“Stage fright.. That’s a good one,” he laughed.

“OK, here we go,” I warned as the urine started to flow.

“Hmm, not bad.. Looks OK,” he shrugged. “OK, now were gonna 
do another one. I want to feel your prostate to see if it’s hard or soft 
or enlarged.”

He put on a latex glove and then he put some KY jelly on his 
middle finger.

“OK, just bend over and try to relax,” he advised.

I bent over the sink and he inserted his gloved finger into my 
anus.

“Just as I thought.. Nice and soft and small,” he smiled. “Your 
prostate’s fine. Come back and see me in twenty years.”

The doctor’s words cheered me up and put my mind at ease. 
However, my burning sensations were early warning signs of prostate 
problems which took several more years to develop.

An experienced urologist can determine if you might have a 
problem just by watching you urinate. A digital rectal exam can also 
reveal an enlargement of the prostate.
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With a healthy prostate:

⦁ You should experience strong erections and powerful and 

painless orgasms.

⦁ You should have a strong even urine stream with complete 

voiding.

⦁ You should also be sleeping straight through the night 

without waking up several times to urinate.

Looking at our drawing below, you can see that the prostate is 
sandwiched between the bladder and the rectum. An unhealthy 
prostate causing constricted and incomplete voiding of urine can also 
cause problems for the bladder.
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                     2- How Do I Know If I Have A Problem?

When I first visited the urologist over twenty years ago it was 
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indeed unusual for men in their thirties to have prostate complaints, 
erectile dysfunction or infertility issues. Unfortunately, since that time 
many factors have contributed to an increase in prevalence of these 
problems for men even in their late twenties.

⦁ Radiological, chemical and metal toxicity in the food and water 

supply and in the environment: PCB, PBB, Dioxin, gender 
bending Estrogen analogues like BPA, Glyphosphate, Arsenic, 
Lead, Antimony, Nickel, Uranium, Mercury, Fluoride, Aluminum, 
Antibiotics, Hormones and Steroids in food animals, etc.

⦁ Chemical toxicity from prescription medicines, vaccines, 

psychiatric medication and over the counter medications.

⦁ Genetically Modified Foods are a new potential source of 

problems that are being studied.

⦁ Psychological and emotional stress and trauma.

The sheer volume of contaminants that we are exposed to on a 
daily basis places a tremendous strain on our natural filtration and 
elimination systems, especially the liver. As the liver becomes 
overburdened with toxins, other organs and glands become storage 
areas for the excess. Because the prostate is not critical to the life or 
death processes of our bodies, like the heart, the brain, and the liver, 
it functions as an emergency waste dump.

The prostate has a natural defensive reaction to the accumulation of 
toxic material, it enlarges. The liver also enlarges when it is 
overburdened. When the prostate enlarges it can constrict the urethra 
and restrict urine and semen flow. Remember my pain during and after 
ejaculation? Restricted semen flow.

That burning pain during ejaculation or urination is telling you that 
your prostate needs help.

Other warning signs may be:

⦁ A dull ache around the lower hips and tail bone

⦁ A broken, intermittent, or weak urine stream

⦁ Erectile dysfunction and a lack of interest in sex
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⦁ More frequent urination, especially during the night

Note: Broken sleep is very bad for your health and should be 
addressed immediately, and not with sleeping pills.

I remember during one of my live blood examination seminars at 
my friend Jim’s house, Jim telling me that he’d been getting up six 
times a night for twenty years! I asked Jim in amazement, “How have 
you been able to deal with the lack of sleep?”

“I just tough it out,” he shrugged.

                           What About Testing?

Alright, now you’re asking, “I’ve got some of these symptoms. 
Can I get some tests done to find out for sure?”

The Watch You Pee test and the Digital Rectal Examination have 
been used for many years. They are very useful tools for the urologist. 
With these simple tests your urologist may diagnose you with Benign 
Prostatic Hyperplasia or BPH, an enlargement of the prostate. 
However, as in my case, it can take several years for your prostate to 
become large enough to be diagnosed from the time you start 
experiencing symptoms. The good news is that there are many actions 
that you can take at the first signs of trouble that will prevent your 
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prostate from becoming enlarged enough to cause real problems. 

                                The PSA Test

If you have more severe symptoms, or you have had some 
symptoms for many years, your doctor might suggest a Prostate 
Specific Antigen test, a needle biopsy, and other more invasive testing 
procedures to determine if you might have prostate cancer.

The PSA test is highly controversial and it is by no means 
foolproof.

I have personally worked with many men who have had very high PSA 
numbers and no cancer. I have also worked with men who had a 
relatively low PSA number with advanced cancer. This is possible 
because the PSA test does not actually test for cancer. It tests for the 
presence of antigenic particles that the prostate produces. The 
prostate can produce antigenic particles for many reasons, but I will 
give you a hint. A healthy detoxified prostate produces very little 
prostate specific antigen.

                   The Needle Biopsy and Cancer

The needle biopsy involves a hollow needle being inserted into 
the prostate to punch out tiny cores from the prostate. These cores are 
then analyzed for the presence of cancer cells. The needle biopsy is 
also a very controversial procedure. I will explain why.

Cancer tumors are hard dense colonies of dead cells surrounded 
by fermenting cancer cells. Some tumors can grow very slowly, 
especially in a environment that is unconducive to fermentation. We 
will discuss how to create an unconducive environment for 
fermentation in Chapter 9.

You see, cancer cells are like mold or fungus, in that they use 
sugar (glucose) to fuel the process of fermentation, converting sugar 
to lactic acid. The lactic acid destroys the DNA in the nucleus of the cell 
thereby disrupting the natural cellular growth inhibition mechanisms. 
Once the DNA is destroyed, the cells will ferment and spread.
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Normal cells are Aerobic, using an oxygen based metabolism. 
Oxygen burns, or metabolizes sugar for energy in the mitochondria. 
The Anaerobic cancer cell is quite different from normal human 
and animal cells, in that: 

⦁ Cancer can only exist in a low oxygen environment, which 

can be measured by an acid PH. 

⦁ Cancer thrives at around PH 6.5.

⦁ Cancer cells require seventeen times the amount of sugar 

for fuel as normal cells do.

⦁ Cancer cells are thirty two stages below the animal cell in 

evolution.

⦁ Cancer cells produce pain causing lactic acid.

⦁ Cancer can not exist in a high oxygen environment.

⦁ Cancer cells produce very little energy.

Now, if a needle is inserted into the tumor mass, the fermenting 
cancer cells can escape into the rest of the body; where if the 
conditions are favorable, a new cancer colony, or tumor, will develop. 
Most biopsy procedures call for multiple needle insertions into the 
prostate. If you knew that you had cancer cells in your prostate would 
you really want to take the chance of spreading them to other areas of 
your body?

The needle biopsy procedure may be to blame for more cancer 
metastasis than is commonly believed. According to a recent study 
from the John Wayne Cancer Institute, it appears that a needle biopsy 
may increase the spread of cancer by fifty percent compared to 
patients who received excisional biopsies. 

                                         Prostatitis Testing

Your doctor may also want to test you for prostatitis, an 
inflammation of the prostate. Prostatitis can be an indicator of prostate 
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toxicity.

Your doctor will want to know about your medical history and 
your symptoms.

⦁ Your doctor will examine your abdomen and genitals and 

will likely do a digital rectal examination (DRE).

⦁ He may order a blood culture. This test is used to see 

whether there are signs of infection in your blood. 

⦁ Your doctor may want to examine samples of your urine or 

semen for signs of infection. In some cases, the doctor 
may take a series of samples before, during and after 
massaging your prostate with a lubricated, gloved finger. 

⦁ Your doctor may use an instrument called a cystoscope to 

examine the urethra and bladder. A cystoscope is a small 
tube with a light and magnifying lens or camera that's 
inserted through the urethra and into the bladder. This test 
is used to rule out other conditions that could be causing 
your symptoms. 

⦁ Your doctor may order a bladder test (urodynamic test), 

which is used to check how well you can empty your 
bladder. This can help your doctor understand how much 
prostatitis is affecting your ability to urinate. 
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